
Bluetooth Readers

Package Delivery

Smart Spaces

Access Control

Visitor Management

Cloud Hosted

Smart Locks

Elevator Management

Video Intercom

Analytics Dashboard

Parking Management 

Video Surveillance

Mobile Apps

Voice and video displays 
 when you have a package

or food delivery.

Answer the door from
anywhere, with a mobile

device. 

Simplifies access
management for users

and administrators alike.

Effortless Mobile Convenient

Intuitive touchscreen interface, making access management straightforward
and efficient.
With modularity and remote configuration capabilities, you can tailor the
system to meet your specific facility requirements.
Event history logs provide transparency into intercom events, offering a
comprehensive view of calls and door openings.

2N IP Integration represents a powerful solution for access control and intercom
telephony, delivering convenience, security, and customization options to meet
your facility's unique needs.

Why Choose 2N IP Intercom Integration?

Complete Access Control Scalable Solutions

mgiaccess.com(866) 455 - 5222



Mobile Connect Integration

Remote Configurations

Keypad Access for Doors

Modularity

Mobile Calls

Remote Door Opening

Intuitive Touchscreen

Card Access

Millennium's Elevator Management Mod enhances safety
and security in residential apartments, hospitals, schools
and offices. Grant specific individuals access to
designated floors at predetermined times using proximity
cards, key fobs, or mobile credentials. Integrated with
CCTV cameras, it ensures better monitoring of elevator
usage. Define access based on door control credentials,
restricting unauthorized access to specific floors for
improved building security and efficiency.

Pairs Well With Our Elevator Mod

Millennium Ultra seamlessly integrates with the 2N® IP
Verso Intercom system, offering a seamless blend of access
control and intercom telephony. This integration not only
enhances access control reliability but also simplifies
interfacing with Millennium Ultra, resulting in elevated site
security and user convenience through a modern intercom
system. Our software introduces the capability to save and
search intercom events, complemented by the user-friendly
Ultra Mobile Connect application for remote and on-site
door control. Additionally, with video and audio connectivity
directly to your phone, this enables the combination of an
intercom solution with Millennium's technology, delivering a
top-tier access control solution tailored to your needs.

Night Vision external video

camera

Keypad Control and Search

Security Relay

Calls To Mobile

Events/Alarm Log

SIP support with no server

needed

SEE WEBSITE FOR MORE

Calls to mobile phones and

tablets

Trouble-free installation

Suitable for the disabled

Touchscreen

Intuitive controls and search

Fingerprint reader

Picture to email

Beyond CLOUD ACCESS, We Grant CONFIDENCE

mgiaccess.com(866) 455 - 5222 customerservice@mgiaccess.com

Scan to learn
more or

request quote


